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The driver and front-seat passenger are treated to really comfortable and 
supportive sports seats and the driving position is excellent

Hot hatch is more 
than a ‘boy racer’

A Golf GTI 
may be more 
understated, 
but it is no 
better to drive 
and is more 
expensive

Sitting on the standard 20-inch 
sports alloys, the Type R looks low 
and fast even at a standstill. Honda 
claims that all the additional 
body work features have real aero-
dynamic benefit and, with a 
potential top speed of 169 mph, I 
have no reason to doubt them. 

The driver and front-seat pas-
senger are treated to really com-
fortable and supportive sports 
seats, the driving position is excel-
lent and the steering wheel has a 
thick leather rim. 

The rear seats are roomy enough 
for two adults with three at a 
squeeze and the boot is as large as 
in any family hatchback.

Top notch 
I was itching to get my test car on 
the road and as I took off, it 
became very quickly apparent that 
I was not going to be disappointed. 
The response from the throttle, 
the positivity of the gearbox and 
the feedback from the steering is 
really top notch. 

What I was not expecting was 
the quality of the ride. 

The standard adaptive dampers 
allow three variants: Comfort, 
Sport and Plus-R. The default is 
Sport mode, but flip it into com-
fort and, although still firm, the 
ride is as comfortable and con-
trolled as any normal hatchback. 

WITH THE essential travel restric-
tions imposed on all of us during 
recent times, it has become appar-
ent to us medics who enjoy cars 
and driving just how much we 
have missed a good drive on a 
great road just for the sake of it.  

It can be fun and stimulating 
and there is no doubt that many of 
us would benefit from the positive 
therapeutic effects to combat work 
stresses.

However, the realities of family 
life dictate that few of us can afford 
the luxury of an impractical sports 
car in addition to a family car, so 
we seek out cars that can operate 
in a dual-purpose way. 

The styling of the Honda Type R with its additional spoilers and large rear wing is something you will either love or hate

Put back the smile on your face with a drive in this. It certainly worked for 
our grinning motoring correspondent Dr Tony Rimmer (right) 

This, of course, was the reason 
why the market for the ‘hot hatch’ 
took off massively after Volks-
wagen released the original Golf 
GTI to the world in 1975. Nowa-
days, every major manufacturer 
has a sporty variant of its big-sell-
ing family hatchback in its line-up.

Hot hatch
Surprisingly Honda , despite being 
heavily involved in Formula One 
since 1964, were late to the game. 
Their first sporty Civic called the 
Type R was released in 1997. 

Although the early cars were not 
really serious competitors to 
European rivals, we are now on the 

fifth generation and the current 
car has serious ambitions to be the 
best hot hatch available.

Before we go any further, I must 
address the elephant in the room. 

The styling of the Type R with its 
additional spoilers and large rear 
wing is something you will either 
love or hate. 

The standard Civic is already a 
very angular design and the body-
work addenda give an overtly 
aggressive and perhaps ‘boy racer’ 
look to the car. In my view, making 
an instant judgement would be a 
great shame because many medics 
may dismiss it without experienc-
ing its positive attributes.

Based on the very practical and 
useful five-door Civic body, the 
Type R has a 2.0 litre four-cylinder 
turbocharged engine that pro-
duces 320bhp, front-wheel drive, 
sophisticated sports suspension 
and is only available with a man-
ual six-speed gearbox.

Low and fast 
As with most Japanese cars, it has a 
very high-standard specification, 
so there are only two trim options 
– the £32,320 Standard and the 
£34,320 GT. The GT model adds 
zoned climate control, parking 
sensors and a better sat-nav sys-
tem.

On my favourite twisty A and B 
roads, the Type R displayed an agil-
ity and pace that would impress 
any Porsche driver. The fact that it 
does this with such composure is 
enough to bring a smile to any 
keen driver’s face. 

Boosts the mood
Although modern paddle-shifting 
dual-clutch gearboxes are almost 
faultless, you still cannot beat 
selecting each ratio by hand using 
a manual box on a great road. 

Also, and cleverly, Honda has 
successfully minimised torque-
steer; a feature of many powerful 
front-wheel drive cars.

I had a wide grin after every 
drive in the Type R and it boosts 
the mood like very few modern 
cars can. 

As a daily drive for any keen 
independent practitioner, it hits 
the bullseye. A Golf GTI may be 
more understated, but it is no bet-
ter to drive and is more expensive. 

I completely understand if the 
styling is too much for some, but 
my advice would be to ignore the 
extra body kit and just try the Type 
R on the road. 

I guarantee that you will be 
impressed. 

Dr Tony Rimmer is a former NHS GP  
practising in Guildford, Surrey

HONDA CIVIC TYPE R  
2.0 vtec turbo 
Body: Five-door hatchback

Engine: 2.0 litre four-cylinder turbo-petrol

Power: 320bhp

Torque: 400Nm 

Top speed: 169mph

Acceleration: 0-60mph in 5.7 seconds

WLTP combined economy: 33.2mpg

CO2 emissions: 178g/km

On-the-road price: £32,320

 DOCTOR ON THE ROAD: HONDA CIVIC TYPE R


